SPCS Newsletter
School of Physical and Chemical Sciences/ Te Kura Matū
22nd February 2019

Welcome to our new weekly SPCS newsletter you will receive every Friday.
Please send me your news articles, photos, travel diaries, conference reports
by 9am each Friday.
Email sharlene.wilson@canterbury.ac.nz

Facebook(@PhysandChematUC)
Twitter (@UCNZ_PhysChem)
WeChat(Physical&ChemicalScienes)

Rudi’s Weekly Report.
The new semester is now in full
motion and it is great to see lots
of new students on campus.
This week we had the opportunity
to formally welcome our Cambridge
and Erskine visitors to the School.
Tom Bennett, Thisbe Lindhorst,
Philipp Richter and Mark DiStefano
are now in the School and would be
happy to interact with both students
and staff. We are also very fortunate
to have Mark’s wife Jane also visiting
the School. Jane is a synthetic
chemist by training and has research
interests in Environmental and Green
chemistry.

Teaching is now in full swing, and
unfortunately we are still facing timetabling clashes and tabling issues.
Hopefully they will be resolved in the
next few days.

lab in level 5, and
hopefully the end
of the remedial
work is in sight.
Fingers crossed.

On a slightly related note, there is
some training available on how to
support students in crisis which might
be of interest.
Supporting Students in Crisis: Tools,
Triage and Referral 2019
Please take a look at it in PeopleSoft
and let Rachael know if you
interested in taking part.

Finally, the School will be hosting
a welcome back Pizza evening at 5
pm next Thursday 28th of February
– location TBC. It would be great
to see everyone there. Don’t forget,
the University of Canterbury Club is
hosting a welcome back BBQ tonight
at 5 pm!

I am happy to be able to report that
progress has been made on the PC2

Nga mihi nui.

NZIP Conference David Wiltshire
You are invited to the University of
Canterbury for the 19th Conference of
the New Zealand Institute of Physics,
incorporating Physikos, the New
Zealand Physics Teachers Conference.
Our venue is the brand new Ernest
Rutherford building in the Regional
Science and Innovation Centre, the
centrepiece of transformation of the
UC campus in the post-earthquake era.

At a time when the world is facing
multiple challenges, the from-the-firstprinciples nature of physics is more
relevant than ever.
Come to Canterbury to be inspired, so
that you may inspire the generations
that will shape our future!
We promise an exciting line-up of
speakers on cutting edge physics
pedagogy and research. Our new
teaching labs will be turned over to
As part of Physikos, local and
you to share demonstrations, displays,
international educators will share their posters. Invited speakers will give
experiences and teaching strategies.
talks accessible to all attendees, while
Physikos is the major professional
providing food for thought.
development opportunity for New
Climate physics, space physics,
Zealand physics educators.

Click for more info
astrophysics,
nanotechnology,
quantum optics,
medical imaging technology, it will all
be covered. There will be two public
lectures, a welcome reception, and
a conference dinner included in the
registration fee.
Explore the Canterbury region - the
Alps, Banks Peninsula, Hanmer
Springs,... pre- or post-conference.
See you in Christchurch in April!

Find the event
on Facebook
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing Richard Hartshorn

Matt Polson and I conducted a full
safety inspection of SPCS this afternoon. We are pleased to report that
the general state of tidiness is much
improved. Well done everyone!
Matt will be in touch with specific people about one or two points
where some improvement is required. I have a couple of more
general points:
• Many of the solvent cabinets have
been repaired and should now be
self-closing, but we know that some
are not. Please do close them all
properly if they do not by themselves, and let Matt know of those
that are a problem.

SPCS Te Kura Matū
Seminar Series

• Given that Feb 22 is the anniversary of the 2011 earthquake, it is a
good reminder to think about how
stored boxes and equipment might
be thrown around in an earthquake
– ask yourself if there is a better
place.
And a heads-up, we will be looking
at our compliance with legislated
limits on flammable/solvent quantities in labs – we will be involving
you all in this, both to share the
load and as a “teachable moment”.

Fri, 22 Feb 2019 12:00
West 701
Nanomaterials obtained by chemical
synthesis: design, characterization and
applications
Paula C. Angelomé

Wed, 27 Feb 2019 12:00
Ernest Rutherford 225
The circumgalactic gaseous environment of the Milky Way and other
galaxies
Philipp Richter

The Chemistry Of Strawberries
You may hear a lot of talk that
“chemical free” foods are the
healthiest for you and your family.
But even Mother Nature knows
that chemicals are in everything,
including the healthiest, most delicious foods.
For example, methyl butanoate,
anthocyanins and auxin are just a
few of the more than 350 chemicals that occur naturally in straw-

berries. And while these chemical
names may not be easily recognized, they help make strawberries
juicy and sweet.
Chemistry fact: The ripening process
in strawberries is controlled by the
hormone auxin. When the process
peaks, the cell walls in the fruit begin
to degrade and a strawberry becomes
juicy.
https://www.chemicalsafetyfacts.org

ChemSoc Sign Ups 2019 Sarah Lilley
If you’re interested in signing up for
ChemSoc this year, our membership
is once again $5 and we’re returning
with those events we all know and
love including the quiz night, cocktail
evening and TriSci Ball.
If you’d like to sign up, you can fill
out the form here:
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(Payment info is at the bottom of the
form)
Also, I currently have the EFTPOS
machine and will be making my way
around the department for a bit so I
can sign you up that way too!
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Earthquake Anniversary
Intercom

Our community remembers the 22
the rippled surface represents the river
February 2011 earthquake in a number Ōtākaro |Avon.
of ways: by visiting a particular place UC Events has placed road cones
or by having a moment of silence and and flowers along the cycleway to
remembrance. We share that reflection acknowledge the anniversary. This
together, wherever we are.
was one of the special traditions that
Today, staff may want to visit the
evolved across Christchurch as a way
Roimata statue, at the Clyde Road end for the community to remember the
of the Unicycle pathway to reflect on Christchurch earthquakes. UC dedthe events of 22 February 2011. Roima- icated the Unicycle pathway along
ta was designed by Māori artist Riki
University Drive as a commemorative
Manuel and unveiled by Christchurch pathway to acknowledge the courage
Mayor Lianne Dalziel on the seventh and contribution of the University
anniversary last year. The sculpture de- community following the 2010-2011
picts a koru facing down, representing Canterbury earthquakes.
a life taken before fully grown, while

Professor Philipp Richter
Visiting Erskine

Hi there, my name is Philipp
Richter and I am one of the
new Erskine fellows here at
the School of Physical and
Chemical Sciences, hosted
by Prof Michael Albrow.
I am working in Astrophysics and I
am particularly interested in studying
the gaseous environments of galaxies
by combining spectroscopic observations (e.g., using the Hubble space
telescope), numerical simulations, and
semi-analytic models. Such studies are
of essential importance for our understanding of how galaxies are formed
and evolving through cosmic times.
I have studied physics and astronomy at
the Universities of Marburg and Bonn
in Germany, obtained my PhD in 1999
at the University of Bonn, and worked
as postdoc in Bonn, Madison (USA)
and Florence (Italy). Since 2007 I work
as full professor at the University of
Potsdam, where I am also leading the
Astrophysics Master programme at our
Physics and Astronomy department.
It is a great honour for me to serve
as Erskine fellow at UC and I will be
around until early June.
Please stop by for chat – I am located at
West 754.

Celebrating Another Successful O Day
Intercom

This year’s Orientation Day | Herea
tō waka (O Day) at the University
of Canterbury has been another record-breaker.
According to preliminary numbers
we’re up 8.5% on 2018, with more than
3800 new students and whānau attending O Day. Which is an increase on
2017 as well.
A total of 3193 people attended our
College sessions – well up on 2715 in
2018.
A big thanks to our Events team and all
of the staff who volunteered their time
to give a warm welcome to the students
joining our UC community this year.
With all new and returning students on
campus from Monday, we are set for a
fantastic 2019.
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Library News John Arnold
Full-text Linking Problems: owing
to the lag in link-resolver indexing
of some 2019 database packages,
“Search for full text” or similarly
worded buttons and links on library
databases may take you to the journal
homepage instead of the article page.
This occurs every year about this time,
and should be resolved in the next
month or so.
Library Liaison Officer for Chemistry
Assoc. Prof. Greg Russell
http://bit.ly/2sfLNlV
Library Liaison Officer for Physics
and Astronomy
Dr Chris Gordon
http://bit.ly/2wUyNYD
Recently Seen on the Web
Submissions are now open for our five
peer-reviewed chemistry journals –
free to publish in 2019! (PeerJ)
http://bit.ly/2BNt5sm
Guest Post: Why a Society Publisher
is Moving Toward Read and Publish
Models [RSC] (The Scholarly Kitchen)
http://bit.ly/2N4bMWG
The Periodic Table of Videos (U Nottingham)
http://bit.ly/2zqlNdX
Chemical Synthesis with Artificial Intelligence: Researchers Develop New
Computer Method (U Münster)
http://bit.ly/2JXS7qT
Physics societies warn of ‘irrecoverable damage’ from European open-access plan (Physics World)
http://bit.ly/2V9muzK
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Cosmic Threads: A Solar System Quilt Beyond Curie [women in STEM] (Infrom 1876 (Brain Pickings)
ternet Scout)
http://bit.ly/2SFUPFj
http://bit.ly/2y8SkTo
Something Borrowed [physics engineering] (Symmetry Magazine)
http://bit.ly/2m1CvuR
Should You Allow Laptops in Class?
Here’s What the Latest Study Adds
to That Debate (Chronicle of Higher
Education)
http://bit.ly/2ShfqPs
Is Email Making Professors Stupid?
(The Chronicle Review)
http://bit.ly/2Tdjk0B
Science Is Getting Less Bang for Its
Buck (The Atlantic)
http://bit.ly/2ztfkOb
The Open Access Citation Advantage: Does It Exist and What Does It
Mean for Libraries? [correlation but
causation unproved] (Information
Technology and Libraries)
http://bit.ly/2NckdPU
Paywall: The Business of Scholarship
(Film)
https://vimeo.com/273358286
Science, PR and dirty tactics: Q&A
with Nicky Hager (Sciblogs)
http://bit.ly/2OVQEDa

The Myth of Judging People on Their
Merits [women in STEM] (LinkedIn)
http://bit.ly/2RVQL4f
Scientists Penalised by Motherhood,
Shows Research (U Bath)
http://bit.ly/2EYoEcR
Behind the Publication Gender Gap
(Inside Higher Ed)
http://bit.ly/2zqHvP8
On the lighter side…
Kilogram (xkcd)
http://bit.ly/2BgIHVg
When the Math is Pretty but the Truth
Ain’t (Math with Bad Drawings)
http://bit.ly/2RHvryd
Why I Love Being Married to a Chemist (The Writer’s Almanac)
http://bit.ly/2yGgSG6
Interstellar Asteroid (xkcd)
http://bit.ly/2A3lDHb
Professor Hawking Mostly Remembered for Internet Memes (NewsBiscuit)
http://bit.ly/2G3pEkn

John Arnold
Subject Librarian for Physical and
Women Go into Science Careers More Chemical Sciences
Often in Countries without Gender
http://bit.ly/johnarnold-uc
Equality (Ars Technica)
http://bit.ly/2GuMVsj
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